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Abstract
The current state-of-the-art in monocular visual SLAM comprises of 2 systems: Large-Scale
Direct Monocular SLAM (LSD-SLAM), and Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF SLAM (ORBSLAM). This paper experiments with an adapted version of ORB-SLAM, and is also inspired by
other groundbreaking SLAM implementations including LSD-SLAM. It outlines a lean pipeline
for development of a monocular SLAM system on a mobile device, and highlights the key insights
and results of developing such a system.
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Introduction

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) is a hot field of research in computer vision due to
its significant applications to next-generation technologies in robotics and augmented reality. Robots
need to know where they are in relation to their environments to mobilize effectively, and AR devices
need perform SLAM in order to augment existing scenes with virtual objects.
The publication of Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM)[7] in 2007 was groundbreaking in
visual SLAM (vSLAM) research, outlining a means for SLAM to become generalizable to ordinary
environments and tasks with a single handheld camera. Since then, researchers have worked extensively on applications of similar technology, culminating in the pinnacle of visual SLAM (vSLAM)
to date with LSD-SLAM[14] and ORB-SLAM[16], both published within 2014-15.
Empirical studies show that LSD-SLAM, which relies on depth filters, performs consistently
more powerfully than ORB-SLAM, which relies on ORB-feature mapping. Implementing LSDSLAM would be infeasible for the timeline of this project, so we opt to implement ORB-SLAM
which still affords many valuable insights. This project seeks to clarify and substantiate some of the
possibilities and limitations involved with developing a monocular SLAM system based on ORBSLAM. Through development of this project, we have built a minimal solution of the ORB-SLAM
concept on a mobile device. It is currently capable of estimating camera pose and triangulating
point clouds within indoor scenes in real time on a tablet device, but has yet to match the accuracy
of more robust implementations, primarily due to its lack of bundle adjustment or loop closure
techniques.
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Previous Work

Parallel Tracking and Mapping for Small AR Workspaces (PTAM)[7] proposes a simple, efficient,
and low-entry-level solution to the SLAM problem. Rather than relying on color descriptors, markers
placed at specific locations within the environment, and existing CAD models of the environment,
PTAM proposes using FAST corners that are quick to detect and relatively cheap to process. PTAM
also proposes detecting camera pose and mapping out the environment in parallel, reducing what
used to be expensive batch operations into real-time operation. The strengths of PTAM are also
its limitations: It is a relatively simple system, so it doesn’t extract structural meaning from the
reconstructed environment other than the points detected by the FAST corners. It is also limited
by the need to perform stereo initialization in a very specific way, requiring the user to be trained.
SVO: Fast Semi-Direct Monocular Visual Odometry (SVO)[15] presents a direct color-intensitybased scheme to map the motion of an object in an environment. It focuses on providing robust
performance for aerial vehicles in outdoor environments, and uses probabilistic models to build semidense depth maps. The advantages of this method are that it saves a lot of time by not computing
features to perform motion estimation, and it is relatively robust to the shape of the environment.
The disadvantages of this method are that it requires a large dataset to determine parameters for
its probabilistic model, does not consider a global map, and is highly sensitive to lighting situations.
LSD-SLAM[14] proposes depth-based method similar to SVO for performing vSLAM. In particular, it converts frames to depth maps, from which it can overlap depth maps corresponding to
consecutive frames in order to accurately map out the environment. The main advantage of LSDSLAM over feature-based methods is that it is able to generate a more complete reconstruction of
the scene that contains textures that may not have been detected by feature-based methods, for
example smooth surfaces. These reconstructions can then be used to build interactive meshes for
AR applications. Its limitations include the relative complexity of constructing depth-based probabilistic models, and the non-convexity of direct image alignment. As a result of its fully-featured
SLAM implementation, it also runs slower than SVO.
ORB-SLAM[16] is a very recent paper in SLAM and is yet to be published. ORB features have
been used extensively since their inception in 2011[11] and are relatively efficient to extract and
match. Combining ORB features with the PTAM skeleton, feature-based vSLAM becomes much
more robust and relatively simple to implement. Combining this with other developments in SLAM
techniques since 2007, such as flexible planar or non-planar stereo initialization and more advanced
bag-of-words loop-closure, ORB-SLAM is one of the most successful feature-based SLAM methods
to date.

2.1

Contributions

Figure 1: Monocular SLAM systems.
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We built a functional SLAM system based on existing methodologies in state-of-the-art solutions.
In the process, we took creative liberties that resulted in deviations such as our improved stereo
initialization. Our contributions comprise monocular SLAM results on a next-generation mobile
platform, and key insights and observations from constructing a SLAM system from scratch. See
Github1 source code for full implementation.
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Pipeline

Our implementation is a lean version of the pipeline presented in
Parallel Tracking and Mapping (PTAM) [7] and Oriented FAST and
Rotated BRIEF (ORB) SLAM [16]. Tracking and mapping are executed sequentially. Stereo initialization provides a baseline camera
pose and a set of points with 2D-3D correspondences to kick-start
tracking. The system then saves the first post-initialization frame
as a keyframe. The tracker uses feature matching to estimate the
new camera pose with respect to triangulated points in the previous
keyframe. After each pose estimation, the system checks the quality of tracking and decides whether to insert a new keyframe or to
continue tracking. If the quality of tracking is lower than a threshold, the system triangulates a new set of points and records a new
keyframe. Due to time constraints, we did not implement advanced
techniques shown to improve accuracy such as relocalization, loop
closure, bundle adjustment, and keyframe management. However,
we designed the system to be fully scalable for future improvements.

3.1

Feature Matching

Figure 2: Serial Pipeline
We extract ORB features at 8 Gaussian pyramid levels with a 1.2
scale factor between levels. We use these features for triangulating new points and estimating camera poses. We prefer ORB [11]
over other popular solutions such as SIFT and SURF because of its
robustness and efficiency, making it ideal for real-time mobile applications. Feature matching is
performed with brute-force k-Nearest-Neighbors descriptor matching and the ratio test with k = 2.

3.2

Stereo Initialization

Tracking and mapping are inter-dependent processes. A camera pose facilitates triangulation of
3D point coordinates; 3D point coordinates facilitate estimation of a camera pose. Within featurebased methods, we have two approaches for computing the initial camera pose. The first is with a
homography Hcr , used with planar scenes, i.e. scenes that only involve a planar surface or objects
at a large distance away. The second is with a fundamental matrix Fcr , which we calculate with a
stereo pair of frames, and does not rely on planar scenes. For each match xc from the current frame
to the reference match xr in the reference frame:
1 https://github.com/MohitShridhar/shield_slam
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xc = Hcr xr

(1a)

xc = Fcr xr

(1b)

Using the pinhole projection model, we can compute the essential matrix Ecr = K T Fcr K where
K is the intrinsic camera matrix. Most often, we don’t know if the scene is planar, and this ambiguity
can lead to poor initialization. If the objects in the scene have limited motion parallax, then Fcr
produces erroneous transformations. The same is true for Hcr if objects have significant motion
parallax. Traditionally, systems like PTAM rely on a fixed model (either Fcr or Hcr ) for this step.
They also require the user to move the camera in a specific pattern before computing Ecr using the
5-point algorithm [5]. R. Mur-Artal et al. [16] propose an elegant solution, which automatically
chooses the right transformation model. This involves computing both Hcr and Fcr simultaneously
and using an error-checking mechanism to find the best fitting model. For each matched key point
between the current frame and the reference frame, we compute a score sM :
sM = ρM (d2cr,M (xc , xr )) + ρM (d2rc,M (xc , xr ))
(
Γ − d2 d2 < TM
2
ρM (d ) =
0
d2 ≥ TM
d2cr and d2rc are the symmetric error transfers, TM is the outlier rejection threshold, and Γ is
the error score constant. Based on statistical analysis, the optimal parameter values are Γ = 5.99
for homography and Γ = 3.84 for fundamental matrix [16]. Individual keypoint error scores sum to
n
P
SM {H,F } =
siM {H,F } . We then normalize the two model scores to RH :
i=1

SH
(2)
SH + SF
If RH > 0.45 we use the homography to perform the next pose estimation. Otherwise, we use
the fundamental matrix. Hcr is given a slight preference over Fcr as ORB is more confident about
feature matching with planar scenes[11]. Once we have chosen the appropriate model we need to
resolve pose ambiguities. A homography transformation generates 8 motion [2] hypotheses and
fundamental matrix generates 4 [4]. To disambiguate, we calculate a reprojection inlier score RS
using n 2D-3D correspondences:
RH =

RS =

n
X

(xic , xir )

i=1

(
1
(xc , xr ) =
0

d(xc , xˆc )2 + d(xr , xˆr )2 < TP roj
d(xc , xˆc )2 + d(xr , xˆr )2 ≥ TP roj

where d(xc , xˆc ) and d(xr , xˆr ) are reprojection errors computed using the corresponding projection
matrices. From empirical analysis, the optimal parameter value of Tproj = 5.991. Finally, we
normalize the solution with the highest reprojection score RS,max :
RS,norm =

RS,max
4,8
P
RS,i
i=1
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If and only if RS,norm > 0.7, i.e. one of the 4 or 8 solutions contains 70% of the total inliers
found, we record a new keyframe and proceed to tracking.

3.3

Keyframes

Keyframes are the fundamental data structures of our SLAM system. The latest keyframe is used
as the primary reference for tracking and triangulation. Each keyframe Ki stores:
• 2D image points with corresponding 3D object points
• ORB feature descriptors extracted from the keyframe image
• Estimated world camera pose Pcw = [Rcw |tcw ]
The system also maintains a complementary global map of 2D-3D correspondences through
aggregated keyframe data for visualization. This data is also useful for bundle adjustment to make
correspondences more mutually consistent, but we have yet to implement this feature.

3.4

Tracking

Once we have a set of known 2D-3D correspondences we can use the Perspective-n-Point (PnP)
algorithm [13] to estimate the new camera pose. For each input frame, we compute matches to the
reference keyframe. These matched image points are then paired with the corresponding 3D points
from the reference keyframe to compute a pose using Levenberg-Marquardt’s iterative non-linear
optimization:
f (p + δP ) ≈ f (p) + JδP
J denotes the Jacobian matrix ∂f∂p(p) . PnP inadvertently relies on the quality of the feature
matching to reliably estimate the camera pose, hence it is crucial that the reference keyframe contains
most of the keypoints in the current frame. In our implementation, we experimented with multiple
variants of the PnP algorithm: EPnP [8], supposedly more efficient and scale consistent, and P3P
[6], a non-iterative pose estimation method. Based on early results, iterative Levenberg-Marquardt
produces the most accurate results, though it takes longer to compute poses than EPnP or P3P.

3.5

KF Insertion

Fewer and fewer triangulated points are visible in the camera frustrum as it moves through space.
To maintain a sufficient number of triangulated points in the camera’s field of view and sustain the
tracking-mapping cycle, the system needs to actively triangulate new 2D-3D correspondences with
updated world camera poses Pcw . New keyframes are inserted if the following conditions are met:
1. 20 frames have passed since the previous keyframe insertion
2. Fewer than 50 keypoints tracked in the current frame
3. Fewer than 70% of the KF keypoints tracked in the current frame
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3.6

Triangulation

Given the relative translation and rotation between two camera poses, we can use epipolar geometry
to estimate the 3D coordinates of two corresponding 2D image points in a stereo image-pair. Let
U = w(u, v, 1)T denote an observed image point in homogeneous coordinate space, where w is an
unknown scale factor. Let X = (x, y, z, 1)T denote the corresponding object point and pTi be the
ith row of the transformation matrix [R1,2 |t1,2 ]. From [3] we derive 2 equalities:
upT3 X = pT1 X
vpT3 X = pT2 X
Now we obtain 4 linear equations in the coordinates of X, and express it in the form AX = 0,
where A is a 4 × 4 matrix. Then we solve X by computing the singular value decomposition [1].
Each triangulated point undergoes a reprojection inlier test similar to the one carried out during
stereo initialization.
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Results

Figure 3: TUM Household Dataset: PCL Visualization
We tested our system on TUM datasets [12] to perform quantitative analysis on tracking accuracy. Although initial trajectory estimates are somewhat similar to that of the scaled ground truths,
the tracker quickly deviates with discernible error propagation (see Figure 4). Figure 5 shows the
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Figure 4: Ground Truth vs
Estimated Trajectory : TUM Dataset

Figure 5: Euclidean Distance between Ground
Truth and Estimated Trajectory

Figure 7: Number of tracked Reprojection
Inliers

Figure 6: Median Depth of keyframes

increase in Euclidean distance between the estimated camera position and the ground truth. Due to
time constraints, we did not manage to resolve this issue. However, in the next section we discuss
potential reasons and solutions.
We used the Point Cloud Library (PCL) for runtime visualization and debugging. Figure 8 is a
snapshot of the estimated frustrum trajectory with a global map of triangulated points. See video
clip2 for the full system in action and our NVIDIA Tegra Shield Android implementation.

5

Experiments

The following experiments were conducted to gain a deeper understanding of the issues mediated
through the pipeline.

5.1

Scale Decay

Figure 6 shows an apparent decay in the scale of the triangulated points during keyframe insertion.
Just after 15 insertions, the median depth of the local point cloud has decayed down to 0. This causes
the triangulated points in the keyframe to cluster thus rendering the reprojection inlier test useless.
Figure 7 indicates that a sufficient number of 2D-3D correspondences are being tracked even though
most of the 3D points have zero depth. This could potentially be a bug in the implementation.
But moreover, it highlights one of the inherent flaws of the pipeline: tight coupling of tracking and
2 https://youtu.be/5oBg3Giad6A
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mapping. A small error in the pose estimate leads to inaccurate triangulation, and small errors
in the triangulation lead to incorrect pose estimates. These errors then compounded over time to
produce the erroneous trajectories seen in Figure 4. Furthermore, our pipeline doesn’t enforce a
consistent scale between frames to account for scale drift [9].

5.2

Performance

Figure 8: Time taken to process each frame.
Android NVIDIA Tegra Shield vs. PC Intel Core i7 2.6GHz
Our system performs reasonably well on the NVIDIA Tegra Shield. Even with a mostly CPUbased implementation, the application runs at an average rate of 8.16 FPS on mobile and 30.2 FPS
on PC. This might be unacceptable for AR use-cases, but definitely applicable for low-speed robotics.
Since the Shield platform supports CUDA, a quick performance hack could be to re-implement the
feature extraction, feature matching, PnP pose estimation etc. on the GPU. Furthermore, ARM
NEON optimizations could also help boost the performance to acceptable standards for augmented
reality.

5.3

Analysis

During testing, we encountered several problems that our system has yet to address. These include
problems with pure rotation, where it is impossible for the system to triangulate new object points
from frames that deviate only by an angle from a fixed camera position[10]. Other problems include
keyframe management, where we observed that our memory usage gradually increases with each
additional keyframe without any limitations, which is ultimately unscalable.
We have much future work to accomplish for this project, but our primary goal is to produce
a baseline implementation that is as simple and efficient as possible, and is portable across all
mobile platforms. As such, we need the following list of improvements to make this a practical and
fully-functionally SLAM system:
8

1. Loop closure will allow us to correct for pose and scale drift, and prune recurring keyframes
by detecting when the camera has reached a previously-reached position in the environment.
When such an event occurs, we can ”close the loop” by modifying the measured camera pose
and feature point drift to be consistent with that obtained from the start of the loop. After
loop closure, we will also no longer need to store keyframes that the system recorded in between
the start and end of the loop, which may significantly reduce our memory usage in common
cases where the camera consistently patrols the same area.
One simple method for implementing this would be to keep a bag of words for each keyframe,
and at registration of each new keyframe, compare the bag of words of the new keyframe to
that of each previous keyframe. If a sufficient similarity threshold is reached, we could consider
this a loop closure, and recompute the camera position to minimize drift.
2. Relocalization is a technique that will help our system recover from a lost state, something
that our system currently has no method of dealing with. The tracker is deemed to be lost
when the system finds insufficient point correspondences between the previous keyframe and
the current frame, or the current frame doesn’t contain enough features to generate a new
keyframe. To mitigate this problem, we could implement a bag of words method that does
the following: Generate and store bag of words features for each keyframe, and compare each
frame during the lost phase to all previous keyframes. If a similarity threshold is reached, close
the loop and restart tracking at the matched keyframe.
3. Keyframe management is a significant part of practical SLAM implementations because
robots and vehicles may need to traverse massive amounts of space, and hence will need to
be memory efficient in order to map typically large environments. One way of accomplishing
this is to perform keyframe management to curb the memory demands imposed by the need to
store keyframes. One solution could be to discard keyframes after a certain number of frames
have passed, eliminating the possibility of loop closure, but also making sure that memory
usage remains finite. Another optimization would be to remove keyframes that are deemed
above a certain similarity threshold over their bag of words representations.
Should we decide to augment this product’s functionality further, we could try implementing
popular optimization techniques such as bundle adjustment, which simultaneously refines the triangulated point cloud and camera pose estimates. Another direction would be to convert this system
from feature-based tracking to depth-filter-based tracking, which could potentially decrease the time
spent on feature-matching computation and produce more dense reconstructions for better accuracy.
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Conclusion

Based on the foundations laid by PTAM and ORB-SLAM, we have presented a lean vSLAM implementation that performs basic 6DOF tracking on a mobile device with a single camera. This simple
implementation highlights the core necessities of a SLAM system, which include stereo initialization,
tracking, keyframe generation, and relocalization. Based on our tests with the TUM ground-truth
datasets, our system achieves a reasonable amount of accuracy for the first few frames. Although
it is not deployable as of yet, it still demonstrates viability in terms of capability and system architecture. SLAM systems need to cater to a wide range of environments and conditions, thus the
complexity of the optimization problem is massive. Designing a universal system that is useful for
most applications remains an important and unsolved problem.
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